
                                                                                                  
 

Air India collaborates with technology industry leader Salesforce in its 

journey to provide a delightful experience to customers 

● Airline adopts Salesforce products embedded with artificial intelligence capabilities to 

deliver a unified customer experience 

● By working with Salesforce, Air India aims to see major improvements to customer 

experience and higher productivity of its customer-facing staff 

New Delhi, March 14, 2023: Air India, India’s leading airline and a Star Alliance member, today 

announced their work with Salesforce to transform its customer service technology stack. 

Through their work with Salesforce, Air India will be able to optimize the customer experience 

across all key touchpoints - online, on the ground and in the air. By working with Salesforce, 

Air India’s customer-facing staff across all touchpoints will be empowered with a unified data 

platform for its customers and AI-assisted tools to excel in every customer interaction.   

Building a strong base for customer service and designing a world-class warm and professional 

customer experience via pioneering innovations is a key part of the Vihaan.AI initiative that 

Air India has embarked upon. Given the ambitious growth plan of Air India that will result in 

a rapid increase in the volume of customer interactions, deploying robust and scalable 

technological solutions that incorporate the latest in Artificial Intelligence technologies 

becomes imperative. Air India’s work with Salesforce will enable this accomplishment. 

“Providing a delightful experience to our customers across all touchpoints is the most 

important responsibility for every one of us Air Indians. We need to be able to understand our 

customers’ needs proactively and take care of them with utmost diligence. When things don’t 

go as expected, we want to be able to address the challenges faced by our customers with 

speed and take them to comprehensive closure. Having a scalable technology platform that 

enables us to accomplish the above effectively is critical to our business. We are delighted to 

work with Salesforce, a Silicon Valley pioneer, and leverage its Einstein Artificial Intelligence 

capabilities and a unified customer data platform so that we can elevate our customer service 

to world class levels,” said Air India’s Chief Digital and Technology Officer, Dr. Satya 

Ramaswamy.  

Arundhati Bhattacharya, Chairperson and CEO, Salesforce India, said, “Today, technology is 

at the heart of any ambitious organisation's business strategy. It is a force multiplier, and a 

catalyst to deliver growth and increase value. For Air India, this transformation is the 

beginning of a historic journey and to many - an emotional one. We are honoured to be a part 

of this journey with Air India, reimagining the customer experience and delivering excellence.”   

“At Air India, we are committed to elevate our customers’ experience. In line with our strategy 

to deliver a world-class, omni-channel experience for our customers, we are working with 

Salesforce to introduce various service features that will make it easy for our customers to 



                                                                                                  
engage with us. Our contact centre plays a crucial role in the customer’s journey, both before 

and after the actual flight. Our deployment of Salesforce in the contact centre and in other 

channels marks a step in our endeavour to provide a seamless, contextual and personalized 

customer experience across multiple touchpoints,” said Air India’s Chief Customer Experience 

and Ground Handling Officer, Mr. Rajesh Dogra. 

The technology being deployed from Salesforce will allow Air India to track customer 

interactions across its contact centre, mobile, web, chatbot, email, social media and other 

channels to provide a single source-of-truth of customer asks as well as challenges. This will 

also give Air India’s customer facing staff and its automated systems the ability to act on 

challenges proactively and track them to closure, assisted by Artificial Intelligence 

technologies. One of the biggest benefits of this technology rollout is the availability of a 360 

degree view of customers in a unified customer data platform that enables Air India to deeply 

understand its customers. This knowledge will then be leveraged to enrich customer 

interactions in touchpoints across the ground, online and in-the-air. 

For more information, please visit www.airindia.in   

About Air India: 

Founded by the legendary JRD Tata, Air India pioneered India’s aviation sector. Since its first flight on October 

15, 1932, Air India has an extensive domestic network and has spread its wings beyond to become a major 

international airline with a network across USA, Canada, UK, Europe, Far-East, South-East Asia, Australia, and 

the Gulf. Air India is a member of Star Alliance, the largest global airline consortium. After 69 years as a 

Government-owned enterprise, Air India and Air India Express were welcomed back into the Tata group in 

January 2022. The present management at Air India is driving the five-year transformation roadmap under the 

aegis of Vihaan.AI to establish itself as a world-class global airline with an Indian heart.  

 

Vihaan.AI is Air India’s transformational roadmap over five years with clear milestones.  It will be focussing on 

dramatically growing both its network and fleet, developing a completely revamped customer proposition, 

improving reliability and on-time performance. The airline will also be taking a leadership position in technology, 

sustainability, and innovation, while aggressively investing in the best industry  

 

talent. Vihaan.AI is aimed at putting Air India on a path to sustained growth, profitability and market leadership. 

About Salesforce  

Salesforce, the global CRM leader, empowers companies of every size and industry to digitally transform and 

create a 360° view of their customers. For more information about Salesforce (NYSE: CRM), visit: 

www.salesforce.com . 
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